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TRIBUNALE DI PERUGIA CORTE D’ASSISE, HEARING OF 17 JULY 2009 

Testimony of Doroty Najir, born 15 February 1969 in Brema, Germany 

Translator’s note: All responses of Mrs. Najir are via an interpreter named Esposito, for this 

reason many of the responses are in the third person instead of the first. Also, there may be 

some loss in the original meaning of Mrs. Najir’s responses given that it was interpreted from 

English into Italian in Court, and then translated from Italian back into English here. 

Questioning by Dalla Vedova, defense lawyer for Amanda Knox (page 5) 

Dalla Vedova Mrs. Doroty Najir, you are related to the defendant Amanda Knox, can you 
tell us in what way exactly? 

Najir She is a second cousin. 

Dalla Vedova So are you a cousin by your mother or your father? 

Najir On the mother’s side. 

Dalla Vedova Can you tell us your profession and where you live? 

Najir The witness is a housewife, she is a mother and lives in (Gluingbold) in 
Germany. 

Judge Massei Excuse me, given that you said you are a second cousin of the defendant, I 
hereby inform you that you can abstain from giving testimony due to this 
relationship that exists and that could therefore in some way affect the 
tranquility of your explanations and responses. 

Najir Yes, she wants to respond. 

Dalla Vedova We nominated you because it seems you had a role in Amanda Knox’s 
coming to Italy, can you tell us how exactly? 

Najir She was with her in Germany before she came to Italy. 

Dalla Vedova Do you remember when she departed from America? 

Najir They departed mid-August and they spent the summer in Seattle and then 
they went to the witness’ house. 

Dalla Vedova So you travelled from America to Europe with Amanda? 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova And after the period in Germany Amanda came to Perugia? 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova Do you remember the date? 

Najir Not precisely, but it was the end of September. 

Dalla Vedova The other role that we’d like to analyze are the telephone calls that you 
exchanged, were you in contact with Amanda from Germany? 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova And so she recounted to you about her life in Perugia? 

Najir Yes. 
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Dalla Vedova Did she tell you about her flat-mates and in particular about Meredith? 

Najir Yes, she loved this city a lot, she was having a really good time, she was 
studying and she was very happy. 

Dalla Vedova In particular did she ever tell you about any (incomprehensible words), about 
any problems with the flat-mates? 

Najir No, never. She never mentioned anything like that. 

Dalla Vedova Did you communicate via telephone, via Email, what was the means by 
which you were in contact? 

Najir They spoke on the telephone and she called her [Amanda] several times, 
also to find out what was going on, to keep an eye on her. 

Dalla Vedova And were you also in contact with the family in Seattle, with the mother and 
the father of Amanda? 

Najir Yes, every week. 

Dalla Vedova So you were the relation that was nearest to Amanda Knox in Perugia? 

Najir Yes, from the moment that she lived in Germany she considered herself the 
closest relation and felt it her duty to stay in touch and check on her, check 
how she was.  

Dalla Vedova With regards to the discovery of the body did you also make a series of 
telephone calls? 

Najir Yes, various. 

Judge Massei Excuse me Counsel, you should specify her who? In other words, Amanda to 
the Aunt or vice-versa? 

Dalla Vedova No, you Mrs. Najir. 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova And would Amanda also call you in Germany? 

Najir For the most part it was mostly her [Najir] that called Miss Knox, she would 
find time to speak with her. 

Dalla Vedova Do you remember how many telephone calls you made from the day of 2nd 
November 2007 to the 6th? The day in which Knox was arrested, did you 
speak to each other several times? 

Najir About 6, at least 6. 

Dalla Vedova Your Honor at this point I would ask, if the other parties are in agreement, to 
listen to two of these six telephone calls that have been included in the Court 
records and are in the process of being transcribed. This defense has taken 
steps to do a simultaneous interpretation so that we can hear the telephone 
call in English and a simultaneous interpretation in Italian above so that we 
can hear, seeing as we have the witness here today, and however it’s a 
record, there are some facts discussed in these telephone calls that we 
believe are important, with the aim of providing also further clarifications on 
those circumstances about which they are talking about. 

Judge Massei Maybe for this translation we can invite the professional [interpreter] that we 
have nominated as the expert to give an evaluation of accuracy as it is read 
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and let’s make sure the evaluations are in chronological order for the sake of 
clarity, so with her being our expert we’ll also receive her evaluation. 

Intervention Here we object, if there is a translation being done and it’s not complete yet. 

Judge Massei Well the transcripts have been requested, the transcripts of these telephone 
calls have been requested, so for the sake of time and to avoid that perhaps 
the lady has to be requested to return, especially considering she is coming 
from abroad, and given that these conversations have also been put through 
the process of transcribing, and so their inclusion and availability for use has 
been requested, we can proceed, but in any case the expert [interpreter] is 
invited to evaluate the correctness of the translation that the defense states 
it to be. 

Dalla Vedova Indeed regarding the R.I.T. [Translator’s note: R.I.T. = Recording of 
Intercepted Telephone call] filed into the Court records and the list of 
telephone calls the first call is dated 3rd November 2007, it starts at 16:54, so 
3rd November 2007, 16:54. (Voice not picked up by microphone). Madam, 
can you confirm that your phone number is 049, I presume for Germany, and 
then the number is 4154794034. I’m reading to you the R.I.T. where the 
caller is this number that I have just mentioned and the receiver is 0039 
which is the prefix for Italy and then the number is 3484673590. 

Judge Massei Which R.I.T. Counsel? 

Dalla Vedova The R.I.T. of the diskette included in the Court records is number 1. 

Judge Massei It’s not 1.205/07, anyway it’s number 1 on the CD indicated, ok, continue 
Counsel. 

Dalla Vedova Yes it’s number 1 of the CD indicated. Unfortunately your Honor there are so 
many, so technically it’s not easy. Therefore I would have it heard directly, 
because I also have the entire telephone call in English, but I took the liberty 
of doing this simultaneous [interpretation] to make it easier. 

 Let it be known that the above-mentioned telephone call will be heard, but 
the quality of the audio does not permit us to transcribe the words spoken. 

Dalla Vedova Your Honor I will try with another method, let’s see if the quality of the audio 
is better, because I realize it’s not audible. 

 Let it be known that the above-mentioned telephone call is heard again. 

Prosecutor 
Comodi 

Excuse me your Honor, the sound is incomprehensible, there is interference 
in the audio, there is an enormous amount of echo and it’s not even 
comprehensible in Italian. 

Dalla Vedova The original English audio is certainly of a superior quality, maybe we can 
here this. 

 Let it be known that the above-mentioned telephone call in the original 
language English will be heard. 
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Judge Massei Excuse me Counsel, seeing as we have part of this elsewhere and were are 
unable to easily move ahead, we have the transcription and so we will 
evaluate it or we will receive it, maybe if we can ask the witness what she 
remembers of these conversations, what Amanda Knox said to her. Anyway 
we have the full text. 

Dalla Vedova However your Honor, as we don’t have the transcriptions it was easier to use 
the recording that we have. 

Prosecutor 
Comodi 

There is a lot of audio interference, normally a simultaneous [interpretation] 
is done with an ear-phone. 

Judge Massei Maybe it won’t be possible to hear it in the Courtroom. 

Prosecutor 
Comodi 

However it’s not very clear, it’s a very unclear sound, there’s a massive echo. 
Look Counsel these are the same problems I had in the transcriptions for 
which I then gave up on, your Honor knows the reasons why, which are 
personal, and they are the same problems. In other words I would have had 
to equalize the audio for these translations and then through ear-phones 
transcribe them, but in this condition the tape is practically unusable. In 
other words with a computer, a more high-fidelity player is required, I’m not 
just trying to be difficult. 

Judge Massei Maybe we can ask the witness what she remembers, at least. 

Dalla Vedova Do you remember making this telephone call on 3rd November? 

Judge Massei At 16:54. 

Najir Yes, she remembers. 

Dalla Vedova And do you remember what it was about? 

Najir Miss Knox informed that she had been interrogated for several hours and 
then taken home, they looked in the apartments of the neighbors, she talked 
about the things that were found. 

Dalla Vedova Was Amanda worried? 

Najir Yes, she was always frightened and confused for the entire situation. She 
was alone, I felt this need, this feeling of needing to stay close to her, to 
help her, support her. 

Dalla Vedova Did she talk about Raffaele Sollecito? 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova And what did she say to you? 

Najir She said she had met this young man, who had been with her the whole 
time. At one point the lady [Najir] also spoke to him on the telephone. 

Dalla Vedova Did you speak on the telephone with Raffaele Sollecito? 

Najir Yes, she recommended he take care of Amanda, to stay close to her and 
look after her seeing as none of her family was there. 

Dalla Vedova Did Amanda recount to you that she had been with the Police that day and 
that the Police would call her again? 
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Najir She didn’t say that she would return a second time, however they had her 
phone [number] and when they would have need of her they would call her 
and she would have to go to the Police. 

Dalla Vedova Because it’s also heard in the telephone call that you had told her to go to 
the American Embassy for some help, can you confirm this fact? Do you 
remember? 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova And what did Amanda say? 

Najir Miss Knox said that there wasn’t any need to go to the American Embassy 
because she was there, she was collaborative and she wanted to help the 
investigation, so she wouldn’t have need to go to the Embassy. 

Dalla Vedova Do you also remember the question regarding the Judge that it was 
necessary to wait three days? Is this another matter that is in the telephone 
conversation? 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova What do you remember about this? 

Najir The lady [Najir] invited her [Knox] to come to her so that she could console 
her and look after her, Miss Knox responded that she would prefer to stay in 
Perugia, to stay these three days and then somebody, the authorities, the 
Judge apparently told her she would then be allowed to visit the lady [Najir]. 

Dalla Vedova Do you also remember the fact that Knox told the investigators that she had 
to return to Seattle at Christmas? 

Najir Miss Knox informed that she had said to the investigators that she wanted to 
go to Seattle at Christmas, she already had the ticket booked and would 
however have to take the necessary steps to organize the connection at 
Hamburg and then from Hamburg go to Seattle. 

Dalla Vedova Instead, in the second telephone call which seems the most relevant of the 6 
that we have here in the R.I.T. [Recording of Intercepted Telephone call], 
even though your Honor there are many more telephone calls shown in the 
logs, however these are the recorded ones, and it is precisely the telephone 
call of 5th November starting at 12:18, do you remember if Amanda was at a 
lesson in the University in that moment? 

Najir She [Knox] told her [Najir] that she had a lesson that day, she didn’t want to 
think about anything else and she only wanted to go to her lesson. 

Dalla Vedova Did you also talk about the fact that the mother would be arriving the next 
day? 

Najir The lady [Najir] says that she remembers this fact that Mrs. Mellas would be 
arriving, she [Najir] also wanted to come, but seeing as she had this three 
weeks old baby, she couldn’t leave him, but she was happy about the fact 
that Mrs. Mellas was about to go to Italy to see the situation firsthand. 

Dalla Vedova But do you think Amanda had need of somebody close to her? Was she 
[Knox] worried? 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova What made you think she was worried? 
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Najir She says that from how she knew her [Knox] and from how she was talking 
she knew she was worried, because she found herself a long way from home 
and she comes from a very close family and she didn’t have anybody here to 
be close to her. 

Dalla Vedova And then? 

Najir She had this feeling that Miss Knox had need of somebody from her family 
by her side. 

Dalla Vedova Did you talk in particular about the discovery of the body and about that 
situation and what happened? 

Najir Yes, Miss Knox mentioned it that the body had been discovered, that the 
body was covered which she mentioned. 

Dalla Vedova Did she tell you that it was a horrible situation, a terrible tragedy? 

Najir Yes yes, she was terrified, she was absolutely terrified, she also feared that 
there could be somebody that could return who went around killing girls. 

Dalla Vedova Knox told you that she was frightened? 

Najir Yes yes. 

Dalla Vedova Did she speak of the long hours at the Police station? 

Najir In the first telephone call she mentioned being at the Police station for at 
least 5 hours, she was very tired, she was hungry, she was tired. 

Dalla Vedova Did you also talk about this matter in the following days, about the fact that 
she was called in by the Police? 

Najir She mentioned the fact that she would have to return to the Police station 
and then would have to return home and then the types of questions that 
were being made repeatedly. 

Dalla Vedova Can you give some examples of the type of questions that Knox told you 
about, that the investigators had asked her? 

Najir Who used to come to the house, if they came often, who she had contacts 
with, who she had seen, especially about the men, who she went out with 
and so on. 

Dalla Vedova Did you ever talk about the sex life of the poor victim, Meredith? 

Najir Yes, Miss Knox told her that she was also asked about the sex life of Miss 
Kercher. 

Dalla Vedova And what did Amanda say to you on this matter, had she responded [to the 
Police]? 

Najir No, she didn’t tell her [Najir] anything about a response to this type of 
question. 

Dalla Vedova It’s a question we’ve asked also to other relations, because there is a witness 
that has informed of an Uncle from America, my question to you: do you 
know of an Uncle of Amanda’s from America, has an Uncle ever come to 
Perugia in the summer of 2007?  

Najir No, there’s no Uncle from America, they [the Najirs] are the only relations in 
America and in Germany. 
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Dalla Vedova In particular is there no Uncle from America of Italian origin? 

Najir No, nobody. 

Dalla Vedova I’ve finished for the moment, your Honor. 

 

Questioning by Prosecutor Mignini (page 15) 

Mignini When you left the United States did you all depart together with Amanda, in 
other words Amanda’s family departed… I mean who did Amanda leave 
together with to come to Europe? 

Najir The lady [Najir], her husband, their small baby, the Aunt who is Miss Knox’s 
grand-mother and the sister Diana. 

Mignini She said they departed mid-August together? 

Najir Mid-August, yes. 

Mignini And when did they arrive in Germany? 

Najir Mid-August. 

Mignini Did they go immediately to Germany or did Amanda first go to Perugia for a 
few days before transferring permanently to Perugia? 

Najir Yes. 

Mignini Do you remember in which period? 

Najir When they departed for Germany, then after a few days in Germany they 
went to Austria, from Austria Miss Knox and her sister went to Perugia to 
look for an apartment to stay in. 

Mignini What period what this? 

Najir Approximately the end of August. 

Mignini How many days did she stay in Perugia for? 

Najir Three of four. 

Mignini Three of four days. From when Amanda transferred to Perugia, how often 
were you in contact with her, how often were there telephone calls, E-mails, 
SMS, how often were these communications? 

Najir When Miss Knox transferred to Perugia and obtained this new mobile phone 
number which she then communicated to the family, the lady [Najir] called 
every few days, in other words not every day, also because the lady was in 
hospital in those days because she’d just had a baby. 

Mignini Do you remember the telephone calls of 1st and 2nd, if there were telephone 
calls and what the content of these calls was? The 1st and 2nd of November? 

Najir She received… I wanted to know the lady made a telephone call, when the 
body was then found, the 2nd of November? [Translator’s note: this sentence 
makes no sense in the original Italian: volevo sapere la signora ha fatto una 
telefonata, quando poi è stato trovato il corpo, il 2 di novembre?] 

Mignini When? 

Najir The 2nd of November. 
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Mignini At what time? 

Najir Approximately between two and three O’clock in the afternoon. 

Mignini Is the time zone for Germany and Italy more or less the same? 

Najir It’s the same. 

Mignini So at five past three? 

Najir At two or three O’clock in the afternoon. 

Mignini In the afternoon, before that weren’t there any other telephone calls? 

Najir No. 

Mignini Did you usually call Amanda in the evening? 

Najir The 2nd of November? 

Mignini No, in general when you called her. 

Najir No, it was always the lady [Najir] who called Miss Knox. 

Mignini It was always you who called her, understood. What did Amanda say in that 
telephone call at 3 O’clock, at 15:00 of 2nd November? 

Najir Miss Knox was terrified, confused, she didn’t know what was happening and 
she was on the verge of having a nervous breakdown. 

Mignini But did she tell you that the body of her friend had been found? 

Najir Yes. 

Mignini And did she tell you how the body was discovered? 

Najir No, she only mentioned that the body had been found. 

Mignini Did she say who had discovered it? 

Najir The Police. 

Mignini Did she tell you where she’d been that night? 

Najir She mentioned that she was a Mr. Sollecito’s house. 

Mignini Did she say that in that telephone call? 

Najir Yes. 

Mignini You said you had… before going on to the next question, the next telephone 
calls from the 2nd to the 7th, there is one, the defense lawyer spoke of the 
one on the 5th, here are the telephone calls, for what you remember, from 
the 2nd to the 6th November what were they about? I mean, were there 
others apart from the one that the defense lawyer talked about? 

Najir Yes, there were two telephone calls on the 2nd November. 

Mignini The 2nd November? 

Najir 2 telephone calls the 2nd November. 

Mignini So one at 15:00? 

Najir She wanted to know where she was, then the lady [Najir] called a second 
time after the first telephone call. 

Mignini At what time? 
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Najir Later, approximately between nine and ten O’clock in the evening. 

Mignini And what did Amanda say? 

Najir That she was still at the Police station, she mentioned that she was still at 
the Police station, that she was hungry, that she just wanted to go home and 
she mentioned that she would then go to Mr. Sollecito’s house and she 
wanted to be with him. 

Mignini Did she speak of questions asked of her by the Police in this telephone call? 

Najir No, not that evening no. 

Mignini So two telephone calls on the 2nd, one on the 3rd if I’ve understood correctly, 
were there any telephone calls on the 4th? Then there was the 5th? 

Najir Yes, she tried to call her every day. 

Mignini So we’ve heard some of the telephone calls, what we haven’t heard, for the 
ones the defense has not talked about, can you remember what were they 
about? 

Najir If she needed help, if she was well, how she was, these little things. 

Mignini But did Amanda continue to say that she was worried, of being upset? 

Najir She mentioned to her that she was frightened, terrified, and very confused 
about the whole situation and that this situation frightened her a lot. 

Mignini Did this fear become more serious or was she in some way getting calmer 
over the course of the telephone calls? 

Najir She was always, Miss Knox was still frightened for the situation, she became 
a little calmer when she knew that her mother would be coming. 

Mignini At a certain point you said that you had proposed to her, to have advised her 
to go to the Embassy, but for what reason? 

Najir Because she sounded frightened, she seemed alone, she just wanted her to 
go to the Embassy to have somebody from her own country to talk to and 
who could lift her spirits a bit, who could console her a bit. 

Mignini Did you ask her, did you suggest to her to ask for the assistance of a lawyer 
by chance? 

Najir The lady [Najir] had heard that Miss Knox was hungry and thirsty and they 
didn’t let her either have food or drinks, so the lady made her aware that she 
was only a witness and they should allow her to both drink and to eat in the 
meantime. And for this she asked her to find somebody that could help her 
to get out of this situation, to manage this situation. 

Mignini Do you know if Amanda took drugs? 

Najir No. 

Mignini No more questions. 

 

Questioning by Pacelli, lawyer for Lumumba (page 19) 

Pacelli You said that Amanda spoke a lot to you about her life in Perugia, did she tell 
you for example about her contacts with young men in Perugia? 
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Najir She only mentioned the fact of having met Mr. Sollecito. 

Pacelli For example did you know that Amanda had a boy-friend in America? 

Najir Yes. 

Pacelli Did Amanda ever mention to you that she took alcoholic drinks? 

Najir No, in her house she never drank. 

Pacelli And outside? 

Najir When she was with the lady [Najir] Miss Knox didn’t go out on her own, she 
was always with the lady. 

Pacelli So as far as you know Amanda did not take drugs or alcohol? 

Najir She didn’t take them and she didn’t drink when she was in the lady’s 
company. 

Pacelli Thank-you your Honor. 

 

Questioning by Dalla Vedova, defense lawyer for Amanda Knox (page 20) 

Dalla Vedova Do you remember who it was that told Amanda to not leave Italy when you 
spoke of this matter? 

Najir It was her who didn’t want to leave. 

Dalla Vedova However do you remember who in the authorities said she couldn’t leave 
Italy to go, for example, to Germany? 

Najir She [Najir] remembers that Miss Knox told her on the phone that they had 
told her she couldn’t leave Italy and she had to stay there. 

Dalla Vedova Who had told her not to leave Italy and stay in Perugia? 

Najir The Police. 

Dalla Vedova The Police. Did she say who, one person in particular? 

Najir No, no. 

Dalla Vedova On this topic, you mentioned the assistance of the Embassy, was it because 
she wasn’t allowed to leave? 

Najir Yes, yes. 

Dalla Vedova Because you become concerned about this matter? 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova Were you worried about your second [cousin]? 

Najir The lady [Najir] believed that Miss Knox was just a witness and so she 
wanted her to come to Germany, to go to Germany, to find tranquility, and 
then at a later time she could return to clear-up the situation. 

Dalla Vedova Did you also call her after her arrest on the 6th November? 

Najir She tried to call her. 

Dalla Vedova And did you get a response? 

Najir She didn’t get a response to any calls and then later she found out that Miss 
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Knox had been arrested. 

Dalla Vedova Did you ever speak about Amanda’s relationship with the journalists in those 
days, what advice, something, did you ever talk about this? 

Najir Yes, she advised her to not talk with the journalists. 

Dalla Vedova Did you ever talk about the other two girls: Filomena and Laura? 

Najir Yes, she had said that they lived with her and she knew of these two people. 

Dalla Vedova Was Amanda helped by Filomena and Laura in those days? 

Najir No, not as far as I know. 

Dalla Vedova And was she helped by any other people? 

Najir Only by Mr. Sollecito. She only said that a person offered her a coffee, but 
she never said that somebody offered her comfort, or ever helped her.  

Dalla Vedova Do you remember if you spoke to Amanda about Meredith’s father who was 
coming to Perugia? 

Najir Yes, she mentioned to Miss Knox that Mr. Kercher would be coming to 
Perugia. 

Dalla Vedova Do you know if Miss Knox and Meredith’s father were to meet after the 
discovery? 

Najir Miss Knox wanted to speak with Mr. Kercher and report to him what she 
knew and how she imagined things had happened, however they never met. 

Dalla Vedova Was this to be on her own or with somebody else, in particular with the two 
girls: Filomena and Laura? 

Najir She only said that she wanted to meet him. 

Dalla Vedova Did all this happen in these telephone calls? 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova On 6th November there are 3 unanswered telephone calls: at ten forty five, 
ten fifty three and eleven minutes past eleven, do you remember these 
unanswered telephone calls on 6th November when it was already 
(incomprehensible)? 

Najir Yes, she [Najir] was frightened, she wanted to know what was happening, so 
she tried and tried again to call Miss Knox. 

Dalla Vedova Did you also speak with the mother and father of Amanda? 

Najir Yes and also with the grand-mother. 

Dalla Vedova We have finished, thank-you. 

 

Questioning by Judge Massei (page 23) 

Judge Massei Regarding one of the last questions put by the defense can you ask the lady 
about this intention Amanda Knox showed about meeting Meredith Kercher’s 
father, how it came out, in which situation, when, in which terms, if she can 
be more precise. 

Najir She just wanted to meet him, console him, tell him what she knew, be kind 
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to him. 

Judge Massei But when did she say this to her, in which telephone calls, in which context, 
was it an advice she gave to Amanda or Amanda’s own initiative, so how did 
this matter come out? 

Najir It wasn’t the lady [Najir] who gave her this advice, it was Miss Knox who said 
to her that she knew of Mr. Kercher’s arrival in Perugia and she wanted to 
meet him. 

Judge Massei Did she also know when he was to arrive? 

Najir No, she didn’t know exactly. 

Judge Massei In her testimony the lady mentioned that she found Knox to be confused, 
can she explain this, why did she find her to be confused, in what way did 
she perceive this confusion? 

Najir Because somebody had been murdered, she [Knox] had obviously never 
found herself in such a situation, she was frightened and didn’t know how to 
deal with it. If I [interpreter] can make a little observation, (confused) 
doesn’t necessarily mean confused, it can also mean nervous/anxious/tense 
[Translator’s note: Italian word used was “nervosa”]. “Puzzled” is when a 
person doesn’t know what to do. If I can [make this observation]. 

Judge Massei No no, that’s useful. And then the lady also said that sometimes she called 
Amanda Knox in the evening, can she tell us at what time she called in the 
evenings and if she received a response? 

Najir No, not always, the lady [Najir] didn’t call her [Knox] at regular times, she 
called her when she had time, when she had time available. 

Judge Massei Towards what time did she call her? If you can ask her. 

Najir Between six and ten in the evening. 

Judge Massei Can you ask her whether she ever found her telephone switched off for these 
calls? 

Najir She didn’t respond when she was in the Police station. 

Judge Massei She mentioned that in these conversations with Amanda Knox at a certain 
point it came out the fact that Amanda Knox tells her that on the night 
between the 1st and 2nd she was at Raffaele Sollecito’s house, how did this 
fact come out: in answer to a question, her spontaneous initiative, in which 
context and in which telephone call did Amanda Knox say this to the lady? 

Najir The lady [Najir] asked Miss Knox what had happened and in that moment 
Miss Knox said that she was at Mr. Sollecito’s house and that she would later 
return to her house, she wanted to return to take a shower. 

Judge Massei Excuse me, is that everything? I mean the lady [Najir] asks Amanda Knox for 
news, Amanda Knox responds to her that she was at Sollecito’s house, did 
she also say at what time she went there, until what time she stayed there 
and can you ask her if she knew that Amanda Knox lived together with 
Meredith in the same house? 

Najir Yes, she knew. 

Judge Massei And so then how does this fact about the night spent at Mr. Sollecito’s house 
come out and what particulars are mentioned: at what time does she go 
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there, until what time does she stay, at what time does she return home?  

Najir No, she didn’t mention any times. 

Judge Massei Sorry what did she respond? 

Najir She said that she [Knox] didn’t mention any times.  

Judge Massei And the shower? This matter of the shower that came out earlier where does 
it come in, if she could perhaps give an explanation, clarification, where did 
she take a shower, at what time, why? To summarize, did she ask her 
something on this? 

Najir She [Knox] only said that having returned home from Mr. Sollecito’s house, 
she took this shower and on getting out of the shower she realized that there 
was something strange. 

Judge Massei Only on getting out of the shower she realized that there was something 
strange? 

Najir Yes. 

Judge Massei Can you ask, because maybe we haven’t understood, is the lady [Najir] the 
sister of Amanda’s mother or the cousin, I haven’t understood this. 

Najir She is the cousin. 

Judge Massei So both her and Amanda Knox’s mother are daughters of brothers? 

Najir First cousins. The lady [Najir] says that her mother, and Mrs. Mella’s mother, 
are sisters. 

Judge Massei Are there any other questions? Go ahead on these last questions only. 

 

Questioning by Prosecutor Mignini (page 25) 

Mignini I wanted to go back to that term “confused” which his Honor asked a 
question about, basically you said that, I’m talking to the interpreter now, 
because I’m trying to understand, you said that in English the term 
(confused) also means not knowing what to do… 

Interpreter (Confused) is also nervous/anxious/tense [Italian word used = “nervosa”], in 
other words when a person doesn’t know what to do, doesn’t know how to 
act in a situation of emergency you can say (confused), there’s another term 
that is used in particular to say confused which is “puzzled” which means 
exactly not knowing what to do. 

Mignini But if we can ask this of her… 

Dalla Vedova I object to this your Honor, if we want to see what the translation of a word 
in a dictionary is we can have anybody study it, it seems to me that the 
question of what is intended by “confused” must be translated exactly like 
this, not an interpretation by the interpreter, which of course is interesting, 
however the question is for the witness. 

Mignini I’ll rephrase the question more precisely then: confused, asked to the 
witness of course via the interpreter, could mean I don’t remember what has 
happened, in other words allude to a mnemonic fact or a practical fact: I 
don’t know what activity to carry out, what I have to do? Then we can move 
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on. 

Najir By “confused” she means that Miss Knox was in shock because a terrible 
thing had happened and she didn’t know what to do. So it wasn’t a mental 
thing, she simply didn’t know who to turn to, she found herself alone, she 
had the fear that there was somebody going around killing people. So this 
was the situation. 

Mignini So there were a few alternative things that could be done for which she 
didn’t know which one to choose, I mean what the options were? 

 (Voices not picked up by the microphone) 

Dalla Vedova What’s the question, this seems an evaluation to me. 

Judge Massei We’ve understood the meaning of the word “confused” which the witness 
has stated as the representation of the situation in which Amanda Knox 
found herself and we have focused on this to know a little about what she 
intended with this “confused” in her perception. Are there any other 
questions, because on the question of confusion we have concluded.  

Mignini So if you gave her advice on what to do, in other words to continue to 
respond to the requests made by the Police… 

Judge Massei Excuse me, maybe on this the witness has already given a response saying 
that she advised her to go to the Embassy, that’s all. The advice to go to the 
Embassy was followed by this observation, the perception of confusion which 
was stated?  

Najir Yes yes. 

Mignini I’ll complete the question, the last thing: so you say go to the Embassy, in 
that moment she was a person treated as a person informed of the facts 
requested by the Police for clarifications, she was being interrogated, I mean 
what did this thing mean, that she should stop responding to the Police and 
go to… 

 (Voices not picked up by the microphone) 

Mignini I will ask it, and then she can respond: what did you mean? You say go to 
the Embassy, don’t respond any more, stop your contacts with the Police, or 
continue to respond and then at the same time try to… this is the question. 

Judge Massei Maybe, this advice to go to the Embassy, what was its objective basically? 

Najir To get advice, help and consolation, comfort. 

 

Questioning by Dalla Vedova, defense lawyer for Amanda Knox (page 28) 

Dalla Vedova You invited her to come to you in Germany to find comfort and assistance? 

Najir Yes. 

Dalla Vedova And what did she respond to you? 
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Najir She said that she would stay here to be of help and to respond to the 
questions. 

Dalla Vedova Of help to whom? 

Najir To be of help to the Police and to respond to the questions of the Police. 

Dalla Vedova Because Amanda, she thought, was able to help the Police? 

Najir Yes, responding to the questions, she thought she was able to help. 

Dalla Vedova Thank-you. 

 


